
Reciuced-Fat Biscuit Mix
6 cups unbteached white ftour

1-1 l2 teasspoons salt

2-1/2 tablespoons baking powder

1/3 or 1/2 cup shortening (see Note)

Begin by getting out a very large bow[. Measure the ftour into the bowt. Add
the salt and baking powder. Stir the dry ingredients together so that the satt
and baking powder are evenly distributed throughout the ftour. Measure in the
shortening. Use a standard 1 13 or 1 l}-cup measure and pack it att the way fu[[
with shortening. Level off the top with a knife. Now scrape the fat into the
bowl of flour. Your fingers witt get greasy. That's att right, you can wash them
in a few minutes. Using your hands, mash the shortening into the flour.
-:ntinue mixing and mashing until the mixture has a consistency sim'ilar to
store-bought biscuit mix. Transfer the mixture to a clean coffee can. This
recipe makes 7 cups of mix. Each serving is 113-cup.NOTE: This biscuit mix can
be made with either 113-cup or 1lZ-cup of shortening. When made with 113-
cup shortening it's nutritional information is atmost identical to Reduced-Fat
Bisquick@. The quatity cf the mix made with 1/3-cup shortening is not quite as
good as when it is made with 1 lZ-cup shortening. lt is stitl very good though,
and I heartity recommend it to anyone watching both their budget and
wasittine. Average consumers don't have access to the same fat reptacers and
other chemicats that food manufacturers do. For this reason the lower fat
version of this recipe gives stightty different results than Reduced-Fat
Bisquick@. The biscuits and muffins made with the 1/3-cup shortening-version
of this mix are a tiny bit tougher than those made with Reduced-Fat Bisquick@.

It is an extremety close copy though, and most peopte won't notice any
difference in their cooking results.For those willing to add a few more catories
to their biscuit mix, the version using 11Z-cup of shortening gives superior
results. The biscuits made with this variation are much better those made with

.e name brand mix. The finat decision is yours. When preparing the recipes
on this website I have used the version made with 113-cup of shortening. My

reasoning is that fotks who are unwitting to make their own biscuit mix can buy
Reduced-Fat Bisquick@ at the store, prepare the recipes they find here and not
worry about settine their hands dirtv. The nutritional data for the recioes


